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Not over till it's over
Nepal needs to boost booster doses to prevent not just another surge but also new variants
BRIDGING THE HEALTH GAP: Community
health worker Birma Devi Kunwar, 32, crosses
a bridge in Darchula with a Covid-19 vaccine
box on her back. Nepal’s success with previous
vaccination drives is the main reason the country
has now fully-inoculated 81% of its eligible
population against Covid-19. But booster doses
are trailing.
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n 23 March, Nepal
recorded 38 new Covid-19
cases, one of the lowest
figures since early 2020. The
pandemic does not make it to the
headlines anymore, and Nepalis
are going about as if the crisis is a
thing of the past.
But it is not over until it is
over. Given the latest outbreaks in
Hong Kong and China, the WHO
has warned that we may only be
‘halfway’ through the pandemic.
That surge is just across Nepal’s
northern border.
Parts of China are back under
lockdown. Hong Kong with its
world class health care system, is
seeing high fatality rates from the
Omicron and BA.2 sub-lineage.
Omicron and its stealth
variant may have run their
course in the Subcontinent, but
the Deltacron hybrid has been
detected in several countries,
including India.
While there is no evidence yet
to suggest that the recombinant

virus is more contagious or
virulent than previous strains,
it is too early to make any
assumptions.
“If the new surges around
the world are due to the BA.2
variant, we might not have to
be as concerned, but the same
can’t be said for Deltacron since
we have not yet established its
transmissibility and virulence,”
says virologist Sher Bahadur Pun
at Teku Hospital.
Physician at Patan Academy of
Health Sciences Buddha Basnyat
agrees: “It is an unfolding story,
but it will be prudent to assume
that the pandemic is not yet over.
And if there is anything we should
learn from the past two years, it is
that this is a very wily virus.”
In January, the WHO
projected that the acute stage
of the pandemic would end
in 2022 provided that there
was necessary treatment and
equitable distribution of vaccines
worldwide.

But citing the latest rise in case
numbers, it has changed its forecast
saying the world is only in the
middle of the pandemic.
Universal vaccine coverage is
the only way to prevent another
surge, and newer variants from
coming up. In the last two years,
SARS-CoV-2 has proven to be very
adaptable, naturally mutating and
attacking the unvaccinated.
In Hong Kong, the majority of
those hospitalised had not been
vaccinated, or had received the less
effective Sinovac jabs.
Nepal’s inoculation status is
now relatively high: over 93% of
the target population is partially
vaccinated while 81% have got
both doses. Much of the credit
goes to grassroots health workers
mobilised across the country
who built on Nepal’s past success
with vaccination drives for other
diseases (pictured above).
However, the figure for booster
doses is at only 9.8% even though
Pfizer vaccines are now easily

available, and the government may
soon start offering it to children up
to five years.
Nepalis do not show vaccine
denial so much, but there is some
Covid complacency.
“We have to keep up with the
pace of vaccination, but we must
continue prioritising vulnerable
populations and children," adds
Pun. "And it might help to provide
the rationale and evidence to back
the need for a booster because for
most people, complete vaccination
means only two doses.”
Nepalis are slowly becoming
careless about masking up and
avoiding crowds but, experts say,
this must continue to be a part of
prevention measures. Testing needs
to continue, especially as countries
around the world open up for
businesses and tourism.
Nepal has also now removed
mandatory PCR test and quarantine
for fully vaccinated visitors, but the
country cannot let its guard down.
Says Buddha Basnyat: “Masks
are protecting us, there is no harm
in continuing to wear them. They in
fact defend Nepalis from a myriad
of other infections, as well as air
pollution.”
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Fixing the broken bits in NepalForeign Minister Wang
Yi's visit can clear the
air between Beijing and
Kathmandu
Kanak Mani Dixit

F

oreign Minister Wang Yi
hopefully had his team do
diligent homework on Nepal
as he arrives in Kathmandu on 25
March, allowing him to understand
and unravel the mistakes made over
the past couple of years by Beijing’s
diplomats and policymakers.
Whether it is geopolitical
arrogance or wilful disregard,
Beijing seems headed towards
repeating mistakes of the kind made
by New Delhi, whose attempt at
interventionist micro-management
tended to backfire. While the India
elephant seems to have learnt the
lesson not to tease the Nepali rhino
beyond a point, the Chinese dragon
has not invested time and effort
to understand the complexities of
Kathmandu politics.
Just as Nepal and the world
are having to adapt to a China
that has evolved as a global
powerhouse challenging the
United States and leaving others
(including India) far behind,
economically and militarily,
Beijing must adjust the lens with
which it views Kathmandu. It
has clearly been lulled by the
decades of obsequiousness of
Nepali interlocutors, not realising
that there will be assertion when
interventionism crosses a limit.
Chinese Counterbalance
When we speak of Nepal’s links
to China, historically it means
mostly the relationship with Tibet,
including between the Kathmandu
Darbar and Potala palace, the
Newa traders of Lhasa, as well as
the cross-Himalaya cultural and
commercial ties between Tibetans
and the Himali communities of
Nepal’s high valleys.
Proximity also brought conflict,
and the last war with Tibet, which
was ably supported by the Chinese
emperor, was fought in 1856.
Kathmandu’s defeat was marked
by the Thapathali Treaty, which

resulted in the five-yearly overland
missions to Beijing. Even though
China’s exercise of suzerainty over
Nepal remained notional, and
Kathmandu kept the relationship
alive to counter the growing power
of the East India Company.
Continuing with the strategy, in
the modern era, Kathmandu placed
Beijing on a high pedestal as a
counterweight to the overwhelming
cultural, geopolitical and economic
presence of New Delhi in national
affairs. For this reason, the CPC
leadership has had it easy over
the decades, with visiting Nepali
personages acting more like
supplicants than equals.
Bejing was plainly embarrassed
with the rise of the insurgency
espousing Mao Zedong Thought
in the mid-1990s, but as the
rebels came above-ground and
the monarchy went into eclipse,
Beijing’s leaders cultivated Maoist
supremo Pushpa Kamal Dahal
(‘Prachanda’), seemingly looking for
a stable long-term partnership. They
were obviously unaware of Dahal’s
fickle nature, his politics based
on populism and opportunism
rather than ideology and principle.
Beijing would have done better
to spend its resources on scholars
and diplomats studying Nepal as a
democratic and pluralistic society
that clearly intends to remain that
way.
Meek No More
Before the current proactive phase
in the era of Xi Jinping as president,
Chinese diplomats were standoffish on Nepal, their only interest
being that no ‘anti-China’ (read
pro-Tibet) activities receive support
from within Nepali territory. If you
discount the brief period up to the
early 1970s when CIA-supported
Khampa rebels managed to operate
out of Mustang, Kathmandu has
had no stomach for supporting
Tibetan independence nor Tenzin
Gyatso, the Fourteenth Dalai Lama,
in his exile.
Starting in the mid-Twentieth
century, the sage counsel of Chinese
leaders including Mao Zedong
and Zhou En-Lai to visiting Nepali
delegations was to regard Nepal
as squarely in the Indian sphere of
influence south of the Himalayan
ridgeline. “We will help you where
we can, but try not to irritate New
Delhi,” was the Chinese line.
That policy has now seen a
reversal. With its rise as a global
power snapping at the heels of the
United States, Beijing has revised
its engagements globally, in South
Asia and in the Himalaya. Chinese
diplomats have abandoned their
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self-effacing act of decades, and
the Xi Jinping era has seen the rise
of aggressive diplomats (战狼外
交) who speak in unabashed selfinterest and confidently lambast
opponents.
The Chinese moves along
the frontiers of India and the
border with Bhutan are the face
of a proactive Beijing bent on
establishing facts on the ground, as
it is doing in the South China Sea.
Meantime, China reaches out across
the world with the Belt and Road
Initiative to provide infrastructure
financing even as it turns every
world crisis to advantage, from
the advent of Covid to the Russian
invasion of Ukraine.
Kathmandu needs to understand
this ‘new China’ and come up with
a China policy that is respectful,
mindful of Beijing’s likes and
dislikes, and yet able to protects its
own democratic agency.
Nepal’s Open Society
Howsoever decrepit its polity might
look and feel, for now, Nepal is
a haven within South Asia for its

openness, fundamental freedoms
and inter-community relations. We
must resist the movement towards
‘closed society’ that is evident in
the rest of the region including
Big India, and neither should the
bilateral relationship with China
require compromise on existing
freedoms.
However, criticism of
Chinese policy, or defending
the rights of Tibetan refugees
under international convention
and Nepal’s own past practice,
immediately brings forth Beijing’s
displeasure. The trolls within
Nepal also become hyperactive,
hurling accusations at the critics
for being ‘free-Tibet wallahs’, used
as an abuse, and the lackey of
Western imperialism. Amidst such
a backlash, civil society has gone
quiet on the matter of statelessness
of Tibetan refugees, and there is
no discussion of the overt Chinese
interference along the northern
districts.
This submissiveness towards
Beijing has historical roots, even
though it may have had practical

purpose. At bilateral meetings
before the substantive agenda is
taken up, Chinese delegations
expect the by-rote declaration from
the Nepali side of fealty to the one
China and commitment never to
allow anti-China activities from its
territory.
To avoid further humiliation at
the hands of the China, it is almost
as if we need a billboard to be put
up at the Tribhuvan International
Airport arrivals area, with large
letters declaring once and for all:
“Nepal supports the One China
Policy and will never allow its
territory to be used for anti-China
activities.”
CPC and MCC
One hopes that Beijing will
introspect on the mistakes it has
made on its Nepal policy, which
tend to reflect imperiousness and a
lack of homework. Some examples
should suffice to make the point,
ending with the fiasco of the
Chinese stand on the Millnnium
Challenge Compact (MCC).
The visit by President Xi Jinping

be a long time draw and a great
injection to the national economy
because the Chinese state is
keen on promoting Buddhism
among its growing middle class
as a homegrown faith. The
challenge for Nepal will be to
protect the spiritual, cultural
and archaeological sanctity of
the Kapilvastu region even as the
footfalls shoot up from lakhs to
crores in coming years.

l-China ties
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spokesperson in Beijing then came
out with the official Chinese view
on MCC, protesting what it called
“coercive diplomacy” carried out
to force Nepal to accept the project
– the reference being to the United
States.
Besides being mistaken on the
MCC’s merits, Beijing showed lack
of sensitivity to Nepal’s right and
ability to sign the MCC with open
eyes if it was good for the economy.
Beijing’s outburst suggested to the
public that the CPC was behind the
anti-MCC campaign all along.

Trilateral Knot
Given the escalated acrimony
between New Delhi and Beijing, it
is incongruous that back in 2015
the two signed an agreement on
the high pass of Lipu Lek to allow
passage for Kailash-Manasarovar
pilgrims coming up from
Uttarakhand. The Limpiyadhura
area of which Lipu Lek is part is
claimed by Kathmandu, and here
too Beijing can be faulted for not
practicing due diligence.
Meanwhile, the Lipu Lek
agreement shows Beijing strategists
are eyeing the Indian market – it
will be pilgrims coming up for
now, but goods and services going
down before long. In that context,
Kathmandu observers make the
mistake of believing that China’s
interest in building expensive
connectivity infrastructure under
the proposed Trans-Himalayan
Multi-Dimensional Connectivity
Network is meant to only connect
to Nepal.
Without doubt, the mercantilist
communists of Beijing have an eye
on access to the massive market
comprising India’s Gangetic plain
and beyond, which can be supplied
through railroads and highways
breaching the Himalaya. In the
evolving world of trans-Himalayan
connectivity, Nepal’s challenge is
to benefit more than merely earning
from transit duties.

Lumbini and China
There was an invigorating line
in President Xi’s banquet speech
delivered at the Shital Niwas
presidential palace in October
2019: he confided that among the
countries of South Asia, the people
of China wanted to visit Nepal
the most. It is the inefficiency of
Nepal’s tourism sector that the
quote of the Chinese President has
not been used to promote tourism
in Nepal.
Despite the inefficiencies,
inbound Chinese tourism was
evolving as a major source of
national income before Covid
set in, and it is clear that tourists
from the Mainland are going
to be a mainstay of the Nepali
economy – attracted to Kathmandu,
Pokhara and Lumbini. Before
Covid, Kathmandu was already
better connected by air to half a
dozen cities in China, whereas in
the case of India most tend to be
Kathmandu-Delhi shuttles.
Lumbini/Kapilvastu will

Mao and Maoists
Foreign Minister Wang’s visit is
opportunity to make amends for
the two recent egregious mistakes,
which are also the result of
excessive hand-wringing by the
Kathmandu interlocutors. One was
for Beijing to have waded into the
swamp of Kathmandu politics, the
other the fiasco of opposing the
MCC project.
Over the past couple of years,
Beijing overstepped diplomatic
bounds by publicly trying to mend
the breach within the erstwhile
Communist Party of Nepal (CPN).
The Nepali citizenry knew that
the unification exercise was a lost
cause to begin with: how come
Beijing promoted it and sought to
shield it?
At the beginning of the
insurgency, in the late 1990s,
Beijing was embarrassed with the
existence of the Maoist insurgents,
but after they came above ground,
Beijing allowed the perception to
gather that the Maoist chieftain
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HANDS ACROSS THE HIMALAYA:
Chinese President Xi Jinping with President Bidya Devi Bhandari
during his state visit to Nepal in October 2019 (left).
Foreign Minister Wang Yi met Pushpa Kamal Dahal in September
2019 ahead of President Xi's visit (above).

to Kathmandu in October 2019, the
first by a Chinese president in 23
years, had several bracing moments,
but one grating, troublesome aspect.
Denying dignity to the host country,
Xi used the occasion to read out a
blunt warning meant to be heard by
his Nepali hosts vis-à-vis Tibet but
also to democracy demonstrators in
Hong Kong, and beyond: “Anyone
attempting to split China in any part
of the country will end in crushed
bodies and shattered bones.”
On MCC, China seems to
have decided early on that the
straight grant of $500 million for
infrastructure would needlessly
extend American influence on
Kathmandu at a time it was making
inroads. Nevertheless, Beijing’s
initial public stance was to term
the MCC debate as internal Nepali
affair.
As the CPN party broke up and
the Oli Government fell, the new
Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba
proved unwavering in his public
commitment to pass the MCC bill.
Beijing went into overdrive, with its
official media coming out publicly
against parliamentary adoption.
A flank of the Nepali ultra-left
and royalist right – ever willing to
undermine the system under the
new Constitution – was more than
happy to jump on the bandwagon
and try to make the public believe
that the US military was about to
march into Nepal riding the MCC
charger.
In the end, Parliament did
pass the MCC agreement with
a meaningless ‘interpretative
declaration’. The Foreign Ministry
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Dahal was its main man. Which
suited Dahal fine, it would ensure
support and protect his political
career.
Would that Beijing had
understood that ‘opportunism
for self-preservation’ is Dahal’s
only ideology. While they are
at it, Beijing leaders may also
want to understand the futility of
conducting seminars on communist
ideology, whether live or on Zoom,
with Nepal’s ‘communist’ parties.
Another matter that Foreign
Minister Wang would want to
mull over is why Kathmandu’s
successive prime ministers have
reserved Nepal’s ambassadorship to
Beijing to be filled from the ‘Maoist
quota’. Is this according to Beijing’s
wishes, or due to conviction of
Kathmandu’s political class that the
CPC is soft on the Nepal’s Maoists?
Himalayan Underbelly
While Nepal will not (and would
not be expected to) do anything
that would make Beijing nervous
about its vulnerable Himalayan
underbelly, Beijing should learn
to not meddle on matters that are
internal to Nepal. The historical,
civilisational links between Tibetan
and Nepali society are a fact, and
Beijing-Kathmandu must set the
goal for a border regime that is
more relaxed than what it has
become.
The Beijing authorities must
accept that Nepal will deal with
Tibetan refugees with the dignity
they deserve. For decades, there
was tacit understanding between
the two governments that the
pilgrim-refugees emerging from
the Himalayan passes would be
provided papers by the UN refugee
agency UNHCR and given safe
passage to Dharamshala. Over
time, however, Kathmandu’s
authorities found it impossible
to ignore Chinese insistence that
the Tibetans be prevented from
crossing the high frontier, or
that refugees be prevented from
celebrating the Dalai Lama’s
birthday.
It is interesting that, six decades
after the takeover of Tibet, Beijing
remains insecure about its hold on
the populace of the high plateau.
The restrictions at the border points
are indicator of Beijing’s insecurity
rather than any ‘misdemeanor’ on
the part of Kathmandu.
Blockade As Pivot
Nepal’s links northward in the
modern era began with the highway
to Lhasa via Kodari (Zhangmu).
As time went on, informal trade
across the border brought Chinese
consumer items into Nepal. The
trade boomed as it was formalised
across designated border points.
The easy access to affordable
Chinese acrylic wear suddenly
meant that Nepal’s poor were
warm during the winter months,
an advance that has not been

much noticed. Before you
knew it, Chinese firms were the
predominant contractors in Nepal’s
mega projects, from airports to
hydropower projects. Chinese
tourists flooded Kathmandu,
Pokhara and Lumbini even as
Nepali students traveled by the
thousands to Mainland China for
higher studies. Kunming, Chengdu
and Guangzhou became familiar to
the Nepali ear.
For all the connections that
were already developing, it was the
Indian blockade in response to the
adoption of the 2015 Constitution
that created the conditions for
Nepal to swivel towards China. The
citizenry stood up resolutely to the
blockade over more than five long
months, giving the political class
(led by then Prime Minister K P
Oli) the courage to make the China
pivot and sign seven protocols on
bilateral trade, energy, connectivity
and access to seven Chinese
seaports and inland ports for thirdcountry transit.
Two-way Conversation
A critical matter to thrash out
during the visit of Foreign Minister
Wang is the opening up of the
Nepal-Tibet border points for
bilateral commerce, also allowing
locals on both sides to continue
their age-old cultural and economic
interactions.
In the late 1990’s, Beijing had
begun to feel more comfortable
about its grip on Tibet, and
tourism flows had increased
commensurately. The surge of
protests and self-immolations in
Tibet timed to the 2008 Beijing
Olympics led to a clampdown in
Tibet and restrictions at the Nepal
border points. All along the frontier,
sadly, memories of the syncretistic
trans-Himalayan milieu are fading.
As against Beijing’s
preoccupation with internal
security and international optics
in relation to Tibet, Kathmandu
must develop a confident bilateral
conversation with Beijing. For
example, a first-time frontier issue
having flared up regarding a border
pillar in Humla District, the two
sides must deploy a joint team to
clear up the matter.
The world is changing
dramatically, the Himalayan chain
is no longer a barrier for commerce,
and the Chinese railway has arrived
in the Tibetan plateau and is
pushing westward along Nepal’s
north. Only a confident Nepal can
take advantage of the commercial
possibilities, to develop its own
economy and provide passage to
India, Bangladesh and the Bay of
Bengal.
There is today unprecedented
and growing understanding in
Nepal of the Chinese people and
government. With understanding
will come the ability to have a
two-way conversation. That is what
China-Nepal need.
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pivot and sign seven protocols on
bilateral trade, energy, connectivity
and access to seven Chinese
seaports and inland ports for thirdcountry transit.
Two-way Conversation
A critical matter to thrash out
during the visit of Foreign Minister
Wang is the opening up of the
Nepal-Tibet border points for
bilateral commerce, also allowing
locals on both sides to continue
their age-old cultural and economic
interactions.
In the late 1990’s, Beijing had
begun to feel more comfortable
about its grip on Tibet, and
tourism flows had increased
commensurately. The surge of
protests and self-immolations in
Tibet timed to the 2008 Beijing
Olympics led to a clampdown in
Tibet and restrictions at the Nepal
border points. All along the frontier,
sadly, memories of the syncretistic
trans-Himalayan milieu are fading.
As against Beijing’s
preoccupation with internal
security and international optics
in relation to Tibet, Kathmandu
must develop a confident bilateral
conversation with Beijing. For
example, a first-time frontier issue
having flared up regarding a border
pillar in Humla District, the two
sides must deploy a joint team to
clear up the matter.
The world is changing
dramatically, the Himalayan chain
is no longer a barrier for commerce,
and the Chinese railway has arrived
in the Tibetan plateau and is
pushing westward along Nepal’s
north. Only a confident Nepal can
take advantage of the commercial
possibilities, to develop its own
economy and provide passage to
India, Bangladesh and the Bay of
Bengal.
There is today unprecedented
and growing understanding in
Nepal of the Chinese people and
government. With understanding
will come the ability to have a
two-way conversation. That is what
China-Nepal need.
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नपढी सुखै छैन !
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